Selecting a WaterHog Mat
4 Simple Steps Toward Your Perfect Match

1. PICK YOUR FABRIC WEIGHT

WaterHog
24-ounce PET

WaterHog Eco
30-ounce PET

Both the 24-ounce & 30-ounce product lines are made with PET, and eco-friendly polyester made 100% from post-consumer recycled plastic bottles.

2. PICK YOUR PATTERN & COLOR

Waffle
WaterHog (the original)

Diamond
WaterHog Diamond

Hexagon
WaterHog Legacy

Diamond
WaterHog Eco Premier

Herringbone
WaterHog Eco Elite

Hexagon
WaterHog Eco Legacy

Swirl
WaterHog Plus

3. PICK YOUR BORDER

Rubber Border
Classic
Smooth for smooth surfaces

Fabric Border
Fashion
Universal Cleated designed to perform on both carpeted and smooth floors

4. PICK YOUR BACKING

*Anchor Safe® for heavy traffic

*Not available on mats with a fashion border; only available on select classic border mats